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Personal Introduction:
I’m Patrick Hughes, a PhD student at Queen’s University, Belfast, and am supervised by
Professor Debbie Lisle. The framing of today’s panel is important: how borders privilege and
(re)produce relational spaces. The frame allows me to ask awkward, critically queer
questions: what do edges and queer circulations do to the politics of the Irish border
beyond the loudest voices? In the relational enclosures that Brexit creates, which impacts
are made obvious (e.g. trade and commerce) and which are foreclosed (e.g., migration)? In
my wider PhD research, questions of the evolution, stability, function, silencing and
exclusion of the Irish border abound. This paper allows me to share a cross-section of the
questions and analysis emerging from that work.
[SLIDE 2]: Context
The Irish Border has been a site of violence since its birth as an internal Partition of the
British Empire, a tension only resolved in 1998 by the Good Friday Agreement, which
straddled the problematic Nationalist/Unionist identity binary that had fuelled the Troubles
with a compromised form of sovereign citizenship and territoriality that defies international
norms.
Brexit reintroduced border tensions that threatened this queerly balanced knife-edge of
sovereignty. A potential hard border raised the spectre that Irish terrorism – as if barely
concealed beneath the soil of the borderlands - would emerge to shatter the edifice of a
‘shared’ Northern Ireland. This was only resolved by diplomacy that centred on trade:
leaving NI inside the Single Market but shifting the Irish customs border into the Irish Sea discombobulating Unionist ideas about Unity within the UK.
I want to know what this new resolution effaces, precludes, silences. The Two T tropes
(Terrorism & Trade) used a lot of sociopolitical oxygen, framed around the promised impact
of Brexit: to “Take Back Control” of sovereignty, borders, trade. I’m less interested in
diplomatic back-slappery than the irreducible human/material assemblages, lesser seen
lifeworlds and queer circulations through which the Irish border is experienced.
[SLIDE 3]: Ways of Knowing
There are 3 things guiding my research in terms of research ‘object’ at the Irish border:
a. Queer lifeworlds;
b. The circulation of matter and meaning within those lifeworlds;
c. The figure of the irregular migrant that troubles the sovereign order
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If queer theory has a superpower, it is its ability to locate and disrupt binaries and
boundaries, including its own. In my epistemological position of queer materiality, I see a
radical potential that pushes me to re-read categories, spaces and mobilities in both
theoretical and practical ways. In Weber’s figuration of the queer migrant and Puar’s
concept of the queer terrorist, both figures cannot simply be disaggregated into identity
politics, rather they have a materiality beyond meaning that imbricates queerness with the
Other, that swirls together bodies, place and materiality, transmits affects, and sovereign
dominance (to misquote Puar) in a queer assemblage. How we choose to know and analyse
such ‘objects’ requires familiar terrains to be resisted and reshaped, queering the familiar.
Terrains like the Irish border.
[SLIDE 4: Locating the Queerly Elusive in Silences]
Earner-Byrne (2021) says that “women’s history has demonstrated that silence makes a
noise all of its own and that we should be trained to hear it”. This resonates with Kosofky’s
(1990) argument that “queer sexuality can only gesture through silence”.
I am interested in methods that help us to locate and listen to queer lifeworlds that have
been silenced. Ghaziani & Brim’s recent book Queer Methods (2019) argues for
methodologies that capture data and narratives that otherwise are silenced by and
excluded from the mainstream. One chapter, by Smith & Molloy, see in the aesthetic (here,
black jazz) a mode of agency that performs civil rights as music. But the queer voice is
hidden in the music, each song a kind of Ghost Document that projects a contested
presence into the present. This attunes to what is NOT there, not literally, a listening out for
a voice that has been silenced, discernible in archives and interviews and data by gut
instinct, by sensing the ghostly in a photograph or a Tweet with an open eye. In these
ghostly gaps lie the excluded, the queer, and we might learn to hear in silence a freedom to
imagine and subvert the normative.
[SLIDE 5]: Larne House
Starting from the Critical Border Studies position that the border is not at the border, but in
all kinds of practices, my work focuses on the operation of the Irish border at Northern
Ireland’s only Detention Centre, Larne House, a small non-descript building tucked behind a
Police Station in a major ferry port an hour North East of Belfast. If we are to queer the
familiar at Larne House, we must multiply its border practices to include the material,
affective and embodied.
Larne House Detention Centre is IN but removed from Larne, which is also a town and ferry
port, hidden behind high fences behind the Police Station and inaccessible. It is a
component of the carceral circuit making up UK’s asylum system. Detainees are swept into
processing from other State carceral sites like prisons, police stations and detention cells;
caught in illegal jobs like catering and sex work; detained after failing to leave after a claim
was declined; moved after prison sentences, the staging post before deportation. The
process dictates that migrants be held here less than 7 days and there are multiple
‘outcomes’ to their stay: some are deported, others moved to an Immigration Removal
Centre in Scotland or England or released to await further processing in NI.
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Here, Cynthia Weber’s Queer Migrant is made real by the Irish border, othered and queered
by State practices because the migrant’s desire to shift citizenship through ‘illegal’ mobility
is a queer desire. This is in sharp contrast to ‘legal’ citizens of Larne for whom the GFA
created a ‘permissible’ containable form of queerness: i.e., it’s okay to be British AND Irish.
ACTUAL queerness (the migrant) is, however, one step too far.
There is another contrast at the heart of Larne. The community, which is largely
Unionist/British, has noisily resisted the post-Brexit ‘border in the Irish Sea’ (see image)
because it has manifested border controls in the ferry port. However, the silence of that
community regarding the manifestation of the Border through Larne House is deafening.
With a framing around trade, the Port Protests (2021) recall a previous era where tensions
over identity were clear. They carry a weird nostalgia for a Larne that is in sharp contrast to
the Larne the migrant is imbricated in: the migrant doesn’t fit and thus is silenced.
[SLIDE 6]: A conspiracy of silences
Larne House is constructed by a conspiracy of silences, material and meaning:
Silent building:
• Part of a highly-securitized Police Station Campus designed to incarcerate.
• No signposts; hard to locate.
• Corporate design hidden from the public road.
• Mattresses and bedsteads made to be wipe-clean, hard to mark.
• Dining chairs screwed down
• Migrant as dirty: everything designed to be ‘hygienic’.
Silences of sex, sexuality and gender
• Queer migrants are hard to locate: staff do not ask about LGBTQ+ status; no
information provided on the protected status of LGBTQ+.
• No access to LGBTQ+-specific services is offered (hormones, mental-health provision,
HIV medication).
• Private information is asked for in a public setting (i.e. there is no private ‘check-in’).
No fixed women-only spaces.
• Detainees unlikely to offer information about sex, sexuality or gender where others
can hear;
• Migrants may not use Western categories of LGBTQ; fear reliving abuses that led to
violence or harassment before.
Silent migrant bodies and voices
• Hard to contact people ‘sent home’ from LH or to involve queer migrants in
innovative methods that centre migrant voices, such as participatory active research.
• Volunteers serve immediate (health/legal) needs but don’t probe LGBTQ+ issues.
• The contested space of the migrant account and who bears witness to this. Becomes
honed by its repetition: certain parts not amenable to the framework of asylum
processing creates its own silences.
How can we listen for silences at Larne House?
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What alternative ways can we listen for silences? What traces of LH are carried by
migrants, on their bodies, in their lifeworlds?
Ideas:
o History: Traces of other narratives washed over the border assemblage at
Larne House (gunrunning for UVF before Partition; WWII; Troubles).
o Genealogy: how this building became the single most important carceral
space in Northern Ireland through the process of imagining it, political will,
planning, construction.
o Imaginary: Detention centres exist first in the imagination: they reflect the
will to detain; this Centre materialised in Larne by political choice.
o Affect: The affective consequences of Larne House live on in the scars,
experiences and narratives of detainees.
o Activism: what alternative imaginaries are opened up by new leadership from
queer asylum seekers working to change policy in NI?
o Sovereignty: Larne House is run by a private company, Mitie. What is
activated/hidden by the combination of sovereign and corporate powers
over the Irish border?

The operation of the Irish border in this building tells us about who gets to live in NI and is
entangled in the assemblage of place, practices, power, mobilities, traces of history and
asylum seeker bodies that move through it.
[SLIDE 7]: Entangling Form & Power
Kaika and Thielen (2006) contend that form follows power. While that entanglement might
not always be so sequential and little more bumpy over time, Larne House is certainly
entangled in the power to sift, exclude and deport migrants from Northern Ireland: not
passively, but as an agent of power. This follows on from the critical work of Annemarie
Mol and John Law who see in the dour dysfunctional architecture of an alcohol treatment
centre an irreducible interconnection between the language and agency of a building, the
process of treatment and the affective experiences of the people treating and being treated
there. Each exists relationally as an element in an assemblage.
There are a number of registers (affective, material, embodied) that can act as sites of
enquiry. The material becoming of Larne House, told through traces of official planning
records act to tie suspicion to the migrant. This has long been land associated with
carcerality, a building designed around its holding cells: first the Royal Irish Constabulary
before Partition, then a new departure into heavy securitization as a new Royal Ulster
Constabulary building planned for in 1973 was loaded with protective measures as the
Troubles unfolded. Brighter crests, lights and station signage signalled the foundation of the
new public-facing PSNI after 2001. In 2010, the custody facilities of the station were
extended and converted “to provide short term reception accommodation for the UK
Border Agency” (Planning application F/2010/0259/F).
The extension made additions to a carceral space that had been used to detain terrorists,
but repurposed them with new hard-to-damage plastic bed platforms and mattresses,
adding a dining area with screwed-down chairs. It is easy to find traces of ‘suspicion’,
‘prisoner’ and ‘terrorist’ in the material environment adapted and designed to incarcerate
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the ‘failed asylum seeker’. Unlike the main station, this inaccessible Detention Centre
hidden behind high security fences, has no road signage or markings, no friendly face. By
reading its architecture, how it is irreducibly interconnected with and manifests the force of
securitization, we can see that Larne House’s faceless architectural whisper has a political
purpose, to silence the queer lifeworlds of its occupants.
[SLIDE 8]: Queer Matters
My question is guided by three things: queer lifeworlds; how matter and meaning circulate
in these lifeworlds and the figure of the irregular migrant who troubles the sovereign order.
At Larne House, it is difficult to discern queer lifeworlds explicitly: no official or volunteer
asks detainees about their sex, sexuality or gender. There is an absence of processes that
explicitly provide for queer material needs like hormone treatments, HIV medication or
mental health services, not least because they require a coming out. For both of these, we
need to mobilise queer methods of listening differently to sense queer material lifeworlds.
Perhaps the most explicit discourse at Larne House is how the State frames it as a place to
detain and process ‘failed asylum seekers’: a discourse of denigration, implied removal and
illegality that warrants the carcerality of Larne House’s design.
However, the absences and silences of queer lifeworlds and how they interconnect meaning
and matter are stark. Some queer asylum seekers use their own voices, detailing the
manifestation of carcerality even beyond detention. The NI poet, Athi Silevu says “invisible
prison walls constrict” as migrants wait for an asylum decision to drop through the
letterbox. There are traces of Larne House in the scars of detainees. But there are too few
accounts. What is particularly dangerous about a vacuum of queer migrant voices is the
idea that there simply aren’t any, or a rush of sovereign assumptions that overwrite the
absences and silences not just with meaning but also the matter of carcerality. In the spirit
of knowing differently, Heather Love writes about how queer narratives get marked as
‘backward’ and I think that analysis works here. The migrant removal system that Larne
House relies on marking both queerness and everyday migrant experience as backward; an
idea with multiple meanings, e.g., for the system to work, those stories are ‘backward’ (in
the past), dealt with elsewhere, not relevant any more. But the queer migrant is also
backward: not developed enough, undevelopable as Cynthia Weber calls it, forever
enmeshed in the materiality of their ‘illegal’ mobility and incarceration, full of backward
desires and queer ways of being. These are the silences from which Larne House profits,
literally; the silences of the queerly backward.
I return to my original aim: to reframe the impact of Brexit on the Irish border. Perhaps the
promised impact of Brexit, to ‘take back control’ has been (in some ways) successful, if
diplomacy and trade are our only metrics. However, asking questions differently, listening
differently enables us to hear – through queer materiality – how the queer migrant and
queered migrant are created by the post-Brexit Irish border and swept up in the
assemblages at play at Larne House.
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QUEER MATTERS
REFRAMING THE IMPACT OF BREXIT ON THE IRISH BORDER
PATRICK HUGHES – QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY, BELFAST

2 THE IMPACT OF BREXIT ON
THE IRISH BORDER

• The Two T Tropes: Terrorism and Trade
• Brexit: Diplomacy centred on Trade.
• What does this efface, preclude, silence?

3 WAYS OF KNOWING:

EPISTEMOLOGY OF QUEER MATERIALITY
• 3 things guiding my research
• Queer lifeworlds
• The circulation of matter and meaning
within those lifeworlds
• The figure of the irregular migrant
that troubles the sovereign order

• The Queer Superpower

4 LOCATING THE QUEERLY ELUSIVE IN SILENCES
• Ghaziani & Brim – Imagining Queer Methods (2019)
• SILENCES
• Women’s history has demonstrated that silence makes a noise all of its own and that we
should be trained to hear it. This way of thinking will guide us to disrupt powerful
embedded narratives about gender, class, race and ethnicity - Earner-Byrne, 2021
• Queer sexuality can only gesture through silence – Kosofky, 1990
• The academic engaged in resurrecting repressed knowledge is like the medium: we speak
to (and narrate) the ghost – the thing that is culturally, or intellectually, invisible – Smith &
Molloy in Ghaziani & Brim (2019)

5 LARNE HOUSE

• ‘Caught’
• App Failed
• Prison
Release

Larne House

• Deported
• Moved to IRC
• Community
Release
BORDER

6 A CONSPIRACY OF SILENCES
• The silence of the building and spaces
• The silences of sex, sexuality and gender
• Silent migrant bodies and voices
• How can we listen for silences at Larne House
differently?

History of Planning Applications at this site

7 ENTANGLING FORM &

POWER

• Materiality Matters
• Planning a Carceral Campus
• Securitization & the friendly face
• Embedding suspicion in the matter of migration

8 QUEER MATTERS AT LARNE HOUSE
• Where are the queers?
• Dearth of queer migrant voices in Northern Ireland
• Rushing into the vacuum
• Moving queerly migrant ‘backward’

